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 ENGLISH 

CLASS-X 

Answer the following questions in your Literature or Language notebook or Register sheets (whatever is 

available with you).  

You may write in your Class IX English notebook if a nerw register is not available. 

LITERATURE: 

THE MERCHANT OF VENICE 

ACT-1 SCENE 1 

1. What is an Exposition Scene? Comment on the Exposition Scene of the play, ‗ The Merchant of Venice‘. 

(Pg.5) 

2. What has sadness done to Antonio? (Pg.21) 

3. What does Salarino say he would do if he had been in Antonio‘s situation? (Pgs. 21,22,23) 

4. What would Salanio do in such a situation? (Pg. 22) 

5. What does Antonio say about his present fortunes?(Pg.23) 

6. What does Salarino say when Antonio denies being in love?(Pg.23) 

7. How does Gratiano try to make Antonio happy? What does he say about Antonio‘s sadness? (Pgs. 25-

26) 

8. What does Bassanio say about Gratiano? 

9. What does Bassanio say about the debts taken by him from Antonio? (Pgs. 27,28) 

10. How does Antonio offer to help Bassanio?(Pgs. 29-30) 

 

ACT-I : SCENE 2 

1. Like Antonio in Scene 1, Portia is also weary. What is her reason for being weary? (Pg. 30-31) 

2. What does Nerissa say about Portia‘s father?( Pgs. 31-32) 

3. What does Portia say about:    (Pgs. 32-35) 

 Neapolitan prince 

 County Palatine 

 French Lord, Monsieur Le Bon 

 Falconbridge, the young baron of England 

 Scottish Lord 

 Young German, the Duke of Saxony‘s nephew 

 Sibylla 

4. At the end of this Scene, what does the servant say; and, how does Portia react to his message?(Pg.35,36) 

ACT-1: SCENE 3 

1. What are Shylock‘s apprehensions about Antonio‘s means? 

                                                                                 (Pg. 37) 

2. Why does Shylock not want to dine with Antonio &Bassanio? 

3. What is Shylock‘s opinion about Antonio? What does he vow to do? (Pgs. 38,39) 

4. Explain the reference to Jacob, Laban and Abraham. (Pg. 40) 

5. What does Antonio say about Shylock‘s hypocrisy & diplomacy? (Pg. 41) 
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6. What injustice has been done to Shylock by Antonio?  

                                                                              (Pgs. 41, 42) 

7. Explain: ‗This is kind I offer.‘ (Pgs. 42,43) 

8. Explain the bond devised by Shylock. 

9. Why does Antonio sign the bond in spite of Bassanio‘s unwillingness? (Pg. 43) 

10. What logic does Shylock give when Bassanio suspects him of having evil intentions? (Pg. 43) 

11. How does Shylock arrange ‗cash‘ for Bassanio? What instructions does Shylock give at the end of this 

scene? (Pg. 44)  

ACT-II : SCENE 1 

1. How does Morocco introduce himself? 

2. What does Portia say about her situation regarding choosing a husband? 

3. What does Morocco boast about himself? How does he express his opinion that ‗the lottery of caskets‘ is 

unjustified? 

4. What are the four conditions for attempting to ‗choose‘ a casket? 

ACT-II : SCENE 2 

1. Describe the struggle going on in Launcelot‘s conscience. 

2. Mention three tricks that Launcelot plays in order to befool his father, How does he convince his father 

that he is his son? Why is his father not able to recognize him? 

3. How does he narrate his life at Shylock‘s house? 

4. What instructions does Bassanio give to Leonardo? What request does Gratiano make to Bassanio? Why 

does Bassanio hesitate in allowing him to accompany him? What doeaBassanio promise to do about his 

behaviour? 

ACT-II : SCENE 3 

1. How does Jessica describe Launcelot‘s presence in her house? 

2. How does Launcelot take Jessica‘s leave? 

3. After Launcelot leaves, what does Jessica say about herself and Lorenzo? 

ACT-II : SCENE 4 

1. Summarize the Scene in about 10 points. 

ACT-II : SCENE 5 

1. What opinion does Shylock have about Launcelot? 

2. Why does Shylock want to go to Bassanio‘s feast? Explain the reference to money bags. 

3. Describe the reference to Ash-Wednesday and Black-Monday. 

4. Highlight the instructions given by Shylock to Jessica before leaving. What is the dramatic irony of the 

situation? 

5. Explain the reference to Jacob‘s staff and Hagar‘s offspring. 

6. Describe the dialogues of Shylock & Jessica at the end of the scene. 

 

 

ACT-II : SCENE 6 
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1. Describe the elopement of Jessica with Lorenzo. 

2. What philosophy of life does Gratiano talk about in lines 9 to 20? 

3. Comment upon the end of the scene. 

ACT-II : SCENE 7 

1. Mention the inscriptions on the three caskets. 

2. Which casket does the prince of Morocco choose? What logic does he give for choosing the casket? 

Why he does not choose the remaining two? 

3. Explain what Morocco says about Portia? (Pg. 71) 

4. What is there inside the casket that he chose? What is his reaction? What was written on the scroll? What 

is his reaction while leaving from there? 

5. What is Portia‘s reaction when Morocco leaves? 

ACT-II : SCENE 8 

1. What are Salanio&Salarino talking about in the beginning of this scene? 

2. According to Salanio, what was Shylock‘s reaction on realizing that his daughter has eloped? 

3. What information does Salarino have which can prove fatal for Antonio? How can we say that ‗coming 

events cast their shadows before? 

4. What does Salarino say about Antonio‘s character? 

5. What does Salanio suggest they should do? 

 

 

ACT-II : SCENE 9 

1. Mention the inscriptions on the three caskets. 

2. Which casket does the Arragon choose? What logic does he give for choosing the casket? Why he does 

not choose the remaining two? 

3. Explain what Arragon says about undeserving people? (Pg. 77) 

4. What is there inside the casket that he chose? What is his reaction? What was written on the scroll? What 

is his reaction while leaving from there? 

5. What is Portia‘s reaction when Arragon leaves? 

6. Comment upon the end of the scene. 

ACT-III : SCENE 1 

1. What are Salanio&Salarino talking about in the beginning of this scene? 

2. How does Salarino explain the difference between Shylock & Jessica? (Pg. 82) 

3. How does Shylock explain his brewing grudge against the Christians? Do you think Shylock is a villain 

or a victim of circumstances? 

4. What does Tubal tell about Jessica? 

5. What is Shylock‘s reaction on realizing that Tubal has not been able to find Jessica? Comment on the 

dialogues between Shylock & Tubal at the end of this scene.    

 

****Read Act-IV (All Scenes).Write the summary of each scene in your notebook/sheets. 

****You may take help from the Workbook notes. 
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LITERATURE: 

1. Memorize the poem, „Daffodils‟ from your Class IX  Book.  

You need to recite it in the class. Marks will be awarded based on Memory, Pronunciation, 

Rhythm, Intonation and Expression. 

2. Find 10 difficult words everyday & search the meanings from the dictionary. Write these words & 

their meanings in a notebook or sheets of paper. 

 

LANGUAGE: 

Do the entire Practice Paper 10 from Total English book in your language notebook. 

 

1. Read the following passage carefully and answer the questions that follow. 

There were other boys in Manjari village, but Bisnu was the only one who went to school. His mother would not 

have fussed if had stayed at home and worked in the fields. That was what the other boys did, all except lazy 

Chittru, who preferred fishing in the stream or helping himself for the fruit other people‘s trees. But Bisnu went 

to school. He went because he wanted to. No one could force him to go and no one could stop him from going. 

He had set his heart on receiving a good schooling. He wanted to read and write as anyone in the big world and 

so he walked to school every day. 

A colony of langoors lived in the forest. They fed on oak leaves, acorns, and other green things and usually 

remained in the trees, coming down to the ground only to play or sun themselves. They were beautiful, supple-

limbed animals, with black faces and silver-grey coats and long, sensitive tails. They leapt from tree to tree with 

great agility. The young ones wrestled on the grass like boys. 

A dignified community, the langoors did not have the cheekiness or dishonest habits of the red monkeys of the 

plains; they did not approach dogs or humans. But they had grown used to Bisnu‘s comings and goings and did 

not fear him. Some of the older ones would watch him quietly, a little puzzled. They did not go near the town; 

because the boys threw stones on them. And anyway, the forest gave them all the food they required. Coming 

from another direction was a second path, and at the junction of the two paths Sarru was waiting for him. Sarru 

came from a small viallage about three miles from Bisnu‘s and closer to the town. 

They hailed each other and walked along. They often met at this spot, keeping each other company for the 

remaining two miles.‗There was a panther in our village last night‘, said Sarru. 

This information interested but did not excite Bisnu. Panthers were common enough in the hills and did not 

usually present a problem except during the winter months, when their natural prey was scarce. 

‗Did you lose any animals‘ asked Bisnu. 

‗No, it tried to get into the cowshed but the dogs set up the alarm. We drove it off.‘ 

‗It must be the same one which came around last winter. We lost a calf and two dogs in our village.‘ 
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‗Wasn‘t that the one that left the shikaris wounded? I hope it hasn‘t become a cattle-lifter‘. 

‗It could be the same. It has a bullet in its leg. These hunters are the people who cause all the trouble. They think 

it‘s easy to shoot a panther. It would be better if they missed altogether, but they usually wound it.‘ 

‗And then the panthers too slow to catch the barking-deer and starts on our own animals.‘ ‗Were lucky it didn‘t 

become a man-eater. Do you remember the man-eater six years ago? I was very small then. My father told me 

all about it. Ten people were killed in our valley alone.‘ 

‗What happened to it?‘ 

‗I don‘t know. Some say it poisoned itself when it ate the headman of the village‘. 

Bisnu laughed. ‗No one liked the old villain. They linked arms and scrambled up the stony path to school‘. 

Question 1 : Give the meaning of each of the following words as used in the passage. One word answers or short 

phrases will be accepted. 

i) agility (line 13) 

ii) hailed (line 22) 

iii) villain (line 43) 

Question 2 : Answer the following questions briefly in your own words. 

i) How was Chittru different from other boys? 

ii) What was Bisnu‘samibition? 

iii) What information did Sarru give Bisnu? 

iv) How did the information affect Bisnu? 

v) Why did the panther become a cattle-lifter? 

vi) Why joke does Sarru make? 

 (i) In not more than 60 words describe what the narrator tells us about the behaviour of the langoors. 

3. Write a précis of the above passage in not more than 50 words. 

 

2. Read the following passage carefully and answer the questions that follow. 

 1. Ever since I can remember, I always felt I was stupid, really stupid. I lost my father when I was three. Since I 

was a sick child, a polio victim, I lived with my grandmother in Mumbai so I could avail of the metro‘s 

advanced medical facilities. I remember being on the streets all day, playing or lazing around. 

2. When I turned ten, my mother and my sister came to live in Mumbai too. My sister was a bright student, 

always securing high grades. She and my mother encouraged me to study, but I just could not bring myself to 

concentrate on any subject. I would get bored and feel sleepy when forced to open my books. After innumerable 
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lectures on the importance of studying had failed, mother tried threats as well, but nothing worked, I truly 

believed I was stupid; no matter how much I worked, it wouldn‘t help.  

3. One afternoon, as always, I was sitting under a tree in the school premises eating potato wafers when I saw a 

former classmate approaching me. Aditi and I had been in the same class the year before. I had failed sixth grade 

and had to repeat the year; Aditi had topped the class and was the brightest student of the seventh grade too. I 

flinched a little Aditi as I saw her walk towards me. ‗Hi,‘ she said. ‗Hi,‘ I replied, but not with much enthusiasm; 

I wanted her to leave. I continued to eat my chips. Ignoring my coldness, she sat down next to me. For five 

minutes neither of us spoke and then she asked, ‗Is Devika your real sister?‘ ‗Yes, she is, ‗I answered. 

4. ‗So how come she doesn‘t teach you so that you too can do well? she asked. I peered at her, wondering if she 

was making fun of me, but all I could see on her face was earnestness. No, she is not trying to tease me, I 

decided. This time I answered a little more warmly, ‗She tries to, but I don‘t like studying.‘ ‗Why not? I‘m sure 

you can get good grades too,‘ she said emphatically. ‗No, I can‘t. I have no brains. God forgot to give me brains, 

health or beauty. He gave me nothing.‘ 

5. ―That‘s not true. And anyway, health and beauty can‘t be helped, but God has given brains to everyone, we 

only have to learn to use it.‘ I shook my head, ‗No, I have difficulty in concentrating, and books bore me; there 

is no hope for me. Please leave me alone. I am stupid, and always will be.‘ With the gentlest tone that she could 

muster she said, ‗I can prove it to you that you are not stupid. Give me one chance, I will teach you to study.‘ 

6. Though I was softening from inside, I still held on to my low self-esteem. ‗You‘ll be wasting your time.I 

cannot study, I am not as bright as you are nor lucky as my sister,‘ I said ‗Let me try and help you, please. I will 

show you the right way to study. You just have to cooperate with me. Will you try?‘ Her belief in me proved 

more powerful than my doubts about myself. She won and I relented. 

1 .Give reasons for the following 

a) The writer believed that she was stupid. 

b) The writer flinched as she saw her friend walking towards her. 

c) The writer lacked interest in her studies. 

d) The writer was not a very confident or assertive girl. 

2. Complete the following  

a) When she had to study she felt ——- and ———–. 

b) The writer said that God had forgotten to give her brains ———– and —— 

c) Her mother tried to convince her to study by ________ and —————-. 

d) ——– was the writer‘s sister and ——— was a classmate in the previous year. 

3.  From the passage find one word which means the same as  

a) Make a sudden movement as a result of pain, fear , surprise etc.  (para 3) 

b) Find as much support, courage etc as you can    (para5) 
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c) Finally agree to something after refusing     (para 6) 

d) To look carefully at something, to see it clearly    (para 4) 

4. Write a précis of the above passage in 50 words. 

 

3. Read the following passage carefully and answer the questions that follow. 

1) The world‘s smallest dog, the Chihuahua or the Pocket Dog is barely 1 kg to 2 kg as an adult! The Chihuahua 

is named after a Mexican State, but its roots can be traced back to China. Today this breed is popular choice 

among the dog lovers world over and their popularity seems to be ever increasing. 

2) The main advantage of this breed is that they need no particular exercise. They are quite satisfied with their 

walks within their house. Being small, however, does not mean that they are dull, on the contrary they are sharp, 

alert animals, very strong in character. They are good guard dogs due to their strong cords. They have an 

inherent curiosity that makes them want to know what goes on within the house. 

3) For show purposes the maximum permissible weight is 0.9kg to 1.8 kg. Chihuahuas are of two types, the long 

coated and the smooth coated. The longcoated ones have flat or slightly wavy coats. The smooth coated ones are 

soft textured and glossy in appearance. 

4) They can be of any colour. Their heads are apple dome-shaped and in some animals, the frontal areas of the 

skull do not fuse! The nose is short and the ears are at an angle of 45 degrees to the head. The dogs are slightly 

longer than the tail and the tail is carried like a sickle that just touches the back. The body on the whole is 

compact and has a graceful appearance. Occasionally a tail-less dog is born but tail cropping is not an accepted 

practice. 

5) Compared to other pups, they require little care, and only the long-haired variety needs grooming. They tend 

to exercise themselves within the confines of the house. This makes them prone to have overgrown nails that 

need regular clipping. As far as their diet is concerned, they could be fussy and choosy eaters, but then almost 

all toy breeds are so! They are intelligent and learn easily. 

6) They are very active within the house and literally are burglar alarms. They are good with children and are 

loyal and devoted to the family. On the whole, the Chihuahua is quite a pet! At just six inches, it is bundle of 

energy. Most people are surprised seeing these animals and the general awareness of this breed is still low. 

However, just one hurdle remains. Because this is a pocket dog, it may pinch a few pockets. 

 

1. Read the following summary of the information given in the passage and fill in each of the spaces with 

one word only.  

The most popular variety of (a) ——– dogs today is Chihuahua. The (b) ——- size is its greatest attraction as an 

adult weighs just between 1 kg and 2 kg. A walk within the house gives them (c) ———– .Besides strength of 

character, they possess (d) ——— and alertness. They are always (e) ——— to know what is happening inside 

the house. Their strong vocal cord makes them (f) ———— as burglar alarms. 

2. On the basis of your reading of the passage, answer the following questions as briefly as possible.  
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(a) The two types of Chihuahua are distinguished on the basis of their coats 

1__________________________ 

2__________________________ 

(b) The pocket dog is not only a show piece but a good guard as well because 

__________________________________________________________. 

(c) This breed is rapidly becoming more popular because these pups 

_________________________________________________________ 

3. Below you can see some headings .Choose the best heading for the paragraph indicated below:  

World‘s smallest dog        Grooming& care  

Physical characteristics                Pet Appeal 

Ornamental pets                   Reasons For Popularity 

Pocket Pinchers               Varieties Of Chihuahua 

1. Paragraph 4 _______________________________ 

2. Paragraph 6 _______________________________ 

4. Find words/phrases from the passage (para indicated) which mean the same as the following.  

(a) intrinsic (para 2) 

(b) small and strong (para 4) 

5. Write a précis of the above passage in 50 words. 
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MATHS 

Banking (Recurring Deposit Accounts) 

Excercise-2(a) 

Question 1 

Manish opens a Recurring Deposit Account with the Bank of Rajasthan and deposits  600 per month for 
20 months. Calculate the maturity value of this account, if the bank pays interest at the rate of 10% per 
annum. 

Question 2 

Mrs. Mathew opened a Recurring Deposit Account in a certain bank and deposited  640 per month for 
4

1
/2 years. Find the maturity value of this account, if the bank pays interest at the rate of 12% per year. 

Question 3 

Each of A and B both opened recurring deposit accounts in a bank. If A deposited  1,200 per month for 3 

years and B deposited  1,500 per month for  years; find, on maturity, who will get more amount and 
by how much? The rate of interest paid by the bank is 10% per annum. 

Question 4 
Ashish deposits a certain sum of money every month is a Recurring Deposit Account for a period of 12 

months. If the bank pays interest at the rate of 11% p.a. and Ashish gets  12,715 as the maturity value 
of this account, what sum of money did money did he pay every month? 

Question 5 
A man has a Recurring Deposit Account in a bank for 3½ years. If the rate of interest is 12% per annum 

and the man gets 10,206 on maturity, find the value of monthly installments. 

Question 6 

(i) Puneet has a Recurring Deposit Account in the Bank of Baroda and deposits 140 per month for 4 

years. If he gets 8,092 on maturity, find the rate of interest given by the bank. 

(ii) David opened a Recurring Deposit Account in a bank and deposited 300 per month for two years. If 

he received 7,725 at the time of maturity, find the rate of interest per annum. 

Question 7 

Amit deposited 150 per month in a bank for 8 months under the Recurring Deposit Scheme. What will 
be the maturity value of his deposits, if the rate of interest is 8% per annum and interest is calculated at 
the end of every month? 

 
 
 
Question 8 

Mrs. Geeta deposited 350 per month in a bank for 1 year and 3 months under the Recurring Deposit 

Scheme. If the maturity value of her deposits is 5,565; find the rate of interest per annum. 

Question 9 
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A recurring deposit account of 1,200 per month has a maturity value of 12,440. If the rate of interest 
is 8% and the interest is calculated at the end of every month; find the time (in months) of this Recurring 
Deposit Account. 

Question 10 

Mr. Gulati has a Recurring Deposit Account of 300 per month. If the rate of interest is 12% and the 

maturity value of this account is 8,100; find the time (in years) of this Recurring Deposit Account. 

Question 11 

Mr. Gupta opened a recurring deposit account in a bank. He deposited 2,500 per month for two years. 

At the time of maturity he got 67,500. Find: 
(i) the total interest earned by Mr. Gupta 
(ii) the rate of interest per annum. 
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CHEMISTRY 

CHAPTER-1 

Classification of Elements and Periodicity in Properties 

 

 

ModernPeriodicTablearrangestheelementsintheorderoftheiratomicnumbersinseven 

horizontal rows (periods) and eighteen vertical columns (groups or families). 

 

Atomicnumbersinaperiodareconsecutive,whereasinagrouptheyincreaseina pattern. 

Elementsofthesamegrouphavesimilarvalenceshellelectronicconfigurationand, 

therefore,exhibitsimilarchemicalproperties. 

However,theelementsofthesameperiodhaveincrementallyincreasingnumberof 

electrons from left to right, and, therefore, have different valencies. 

Fourtypesofelementscanberecognizedintheperiodictableonthebasisoftheir 

electronicconfigurations.Theseares-block,p-block,d-blockandf-blockelements. 

Hydrogen with one electron in the 1s orbital occupies a unique position in the 

periodictable. 

Metals comprise more than seventy eight per cent of the known elements. 

Non-metals,whicharelocatedatthetopoftheperiodictable,arelessthantwentyin number. 

Elementsofgroup18having  s t a b l e  configurationarecallednoblegases. 

Elementsofgroup17arecalledhalogens. 

Elementswhichlieattheborderlinebetweenmetalsandnon-metals(e.g.,Si,Ge,As) 

arecalledmetalloidsorsemi-metals. 

Metalliccharacterincreaseswithincreasingatomicnumberinagroupwhereas 

decreasesfromlefttorightinaperiod. 

Thephysicalandchemicalpropertiesofelementsvaryperiodicallywiththeiratomic 

numbers. 

Elementsinlanthanoidandactinoidseriesarecalledinnertransition series. 



 

 
 
 

Periodictrendsareobservedinatomicsizes,ionizationenthalpies,electrongain 

enthalpies, electronegativity andvalence. 

 

Theatomicradiidecreasewhilegoingfromlefttorightinaperiodandincr

easewith atomicnumberinagroup. 

Ionizationenthalpiesgenerallyincreaseacrossaperiodanddecreasedo

wnagroup. Electronegativityalsoshowsasimilartrend. 

Electrongainenthalpies,ingeneral,becomemorenegativeacrossaperiod

andless negative down agroup. 

Group17elementshavehighnegativeelectrongainenthalpybecauseth

eycanattain 

astableelectronicconfigurationasofnoblegasesbyacceptinganelectro

n. 

Thereissomeperiodicityinvalence,forexample,amongrepresentativeele

ments,the 

valenceiseitherequaltothenumberofelectronsintheoutermostorbitalsorei

ght minus thisnumber. 

Chemicalreactivityishighestatthetwoextremesofaperiodandislowestin

the 

centre.Thereactivityontheleftextremeofaperiodisbecauseoftheeaseofel

ectron loss(orlowionizationenthalpy). 

Highlyreactiveelementsdonotoccurinnatureinfreestate;theyusuallyoccu

rinthe combined form. Oxides formed of the elements on the left are 

basic and of the elements on the right are acidic in nature. Oxides of 

elements in the centre are amphoteric orneutral. 

ASSIGNMENT 1 

1. Name (a) An alkali metal in period 3 and halogen in period 2                                                                                  

(b) The noble gas with 3 shells                                                                                                                                   

(c) The non-metals present in period 2 and metals in period 3.                                                 

(d) The element of period 3 with valency 4.                                                                                                                  

(e) The element in period 3 which does not form an oxide.                                                                                

(f) The element of lower nuclear charge out of Be and Mg.                                                                                    

(g) Which has higher E.A. Fluorine or Neon?                                                                                                          



 

 
 
 

(h) Which has maximum metallic character Na, Li or K? 

2. Arrange the following in order of increasing radii:                                                                                                 

(a) Cl¯, Cl  (b) Mg2+, Mg, Mg+   (c) N, O, P 

3. The electronegativities (according to Pauling) of the elements in Period 3 of the 

Periodic Table are as follows with elements arranged in alphabetical order:  

Al Cl Mg Na P S Si 

1.5 3 1.2 0.9 2.1 2.5 1.8 

                                                                                                                                                                                          

Arrange the elements in the order in which they occur in the periodic table from left to 

right. (The group 1 element first, followed by the group 2 element and so on, up to group 

7). 

 

4. (a) Select the correctanswer: 

(i) Across a period, theionisationpotential ....................... [increases, decreases, 

remainssame] 

(i) Down the group,electronaffinity ....................... [increases, decreases, remainssame] 

(b) Choose the correct answer from the choicegiven: 

(i) In the periodic table, alkali metals are placed in the group A : 1, B : 11, C : 17, D :18. 

(ii) Which of the following properties do not match with elements of the halogenfamily? 

A. They have seven electrons in their valenceshell. 

B. They are highly reactivechemically. 

C. They are metallic innature. 

D. They are diatomic in their molecularform. 

(c) State the group and period of the element having three shells with three 

electrons in the valenceshell.    

(d)There are three elements E, F, G with atomic numbers 19, 8 and    17  

respectively.    Classify the above elements as metals andnon-metals. 

____________________________________________________________ 

 

 

 



 

 
 
 

 

 

CHAPTER-1 

PERIODIC PROPERTIES: 

  On moving from left to right into a given period, the number of shells remains the same, 

which is equal to the number of the period.   

On moving down a given group, the number of shells increases by one at each step and 

becomes equal to the number of the period to which the element belongs.   

The valency of elements with respect to hydrogen increases from 1 to 4 and then falls to 1, 

whereas with respect to oxygen it increases from 1 to 7.  All elements in a group have the 

same number of electrons in the outermost shell, so they have the same valency.  

  Atomic Size or Atomic Radius: It is the distance between the centre of the nucleus and 

the outermost shell of an atom. It is measured in angstrom, abbreviated o o10 A 1A 10 m  

 . The atomic size of elements decreases in a Period from left to right, and increases 

from top to bottom in a Group.  

 Ionization Potential (IP) or Ionization Energy (IE): It is the amount of energy required to 

remove a loosely bound electron from the outermost shell of an isolated gaseous atom. It is 

measured in electron volt (eV). The energy required to remove the first electron is called the 

first ionization potential. The energy required to remove the second electron is called the 

second ionization potential. Second ionization potential is more than the first ionization 

potential. The ionization potential increases on moving from left to right in a Period, and 

decreases on moving from top to bottom in a Group.  

 Electron Affinity (EA) or Electron Gain Enthalpy: It is the amount of energy released 

when an electron is added to the outermost shell of an isolated gaseous neutral atom. The 

electron affinity increases in a Period on moving from left to right, and decreases in a Group 

when we move from top to bottom. 

Electronegativity (EN): It is the tendency of an atom in a molecule to attract shared pair of 

electrons towards itself. Electronegativity increases across a Period from left to right, and 

decreases from top to bottom in a Group.  

 Metallic Character or Electro positivity: It is the property of an atom to lose one or more 

electrons on heating. The metallic character decreases on moving from left to right across a 

Period, and increases from top to bottom on moving down a Group. 

Non-metallic Character: It is the property of an atom to gain one or more electrons in order 

to attain an octet of electrons in its outermost shell. The non-metallic character increases in a 

Period on moving from left to right, and decreases in a Group on moving from top to bottom.   



 

 
 
 

Alkali Metals: Alkali metals are those elements which follow immediately after the inert  

gases in the Periodic Table. They consist of six elements: Li, Na, K, Rb, Cs and Fr. 

  Physical Properties of Alkali Metals 

  They are soft (except lithium) to unit.Theyhave a metallic lustre. They are excellent 

conductors of heat and electricity. They have low melting and boiling points. They have low 

density. 

Chemical Properties of Alkali Metals 

 They are highly reactive, and so never occur naturally in the free state. They react with water 

to form hydroxides with the liberation of hydrogen gas and heat  They react vigorously with 

halogens to form stable binary compounds. When heated, they react with hydrogen to form 

white crystalline compounds.  They react with oxygen to form oxides.  They react with non-

metals to form electrovalent compounds. They are strong reducing agents as they donate 

electrons 

  Halogens: Elements of Group VIIA are called halogens. They consist of four elements, F 

(Fluorine), Cl (Chlorine), Br (Bromine) and I (Iodine).   

Physical Properties of Halogens 

 They are non-metals and occur as salts due to their reactive nature.  They are bad conductors 

of heat and electricity. Their atomic size increases on moving down the Group.  Their 

electronegativity decreases on moving down the Group.Their electron affinity decreases on 

moving down the Group. Their melting and boiling points increase on moving down the 

Group 

  Chemical Properties of Halogens 

  They are very reactive and their reactivity decreases on moving down the Group. Fluorine is 

the most reactive halogen and iodine is the least reactive halogen.  They react with hydrogen 

to form covalent hydrides.They react with other non-metals to form covalent compounds. 

They react with metals to form metal halides (electrovalent compounds).They are strong 

oxidizing agents as they accept electrons. Their oxidizing property decreases down the 

Group.  

ASSIGNMENT 2 

5. Arrange the following as per instructions given in the brackets.                                                                                         

(a) Mg, Cl, Na, S, Si (increasing order of atomic size)                                                                                              

(b) Cs, Na, Li, K, Rb (increasing metallic character)                                                                                                 

      (c) Na, K, Cl, S, Si (increasing ionisation potential)                                                                                                  



 

 
 
 

      (d) Cl, F, Br, I (increasing electron affinity)                                                                                                                              

(e) Cs, Na, Li, K, Rb (decreasing electronegativity) 

6. Choose the word or phrase from the brackets which correctly completes each of the 

following statements:                                                                                                                                                       

(a) The element below sodium in the same group would be expected to have a 

............... (lower/higher) electro-negativity than sodium, and the element above 

chlorine would be expected to have a (lower/higher) ionisation potential than chlorine.                                                            

  (b) On moving from left to right in a given period, the number of shells ................. 

(remains the same/increases decreases).                                                                                                                               

 (c) On moving down a group, the number of valence electrons .................. (remains 

the same/increases/decreases).                                                                                                                                         

(d) Metals are good ................. (oxidising agents/reducing agents) because they are 

electron ............. (acceptors/donors). 

7. 3. Parts (a) to (e) refer to change in the properties of elements on moving from left to 

right across a period of the periodic table. For each property, choose the correct 

answer.                                   

 (a) The non-metallic character of the elements:                                                                                                          

(i) Decreases    (ii) Increases                                                                                                                        

(iii) Remains the same   (iv) Depends on the period                                                                                       

(b) The electronegativity:                                                                                                                                               

(i) Depends on the number of valence electrons                                                                                                        

(ii) Remains the same                                                                                                                                                                     

(iii) Decreases                                                                                                                                                              

(iv) Increases                                                                                                                                                                  

(c) The ionization potential:                                                                                                                                         

(i) goes up and down   (ii) Decreases                                                                                                                    

(iii) Increases    (iv) Remains the same                                                                                           

(d) The atomic size:                                                                                                                                                     

(i) Decreases    (ii) Increases                                                                                                         

(iii) Remains the same   (iv) Sometimes increases and sometimes decreases                                              

(e) The electron affinity of elements in group 1 to 7:                                                                                                 



 

 
 
 

(i) Goes up and then down  (ii) Decreases and then increases                                                                         

(iii) Increases    (iv) Decreases        

4. (a) The  atomic number of an element Z is 16. Answer thefollowing: 

(i) State the period and group to which Zbelongs. 

(ii) Is Z a metal or anon-metal? 

(iii) State the formula of the compound between Z andhydrogen. 

(b) M is a metal above hydrogen in the activity series and its oxide has the formula 

M2O. This oxide, when dissolved in water, forms the corresponding hydroxide which is 

a good conductorof electricity. In the above context, answer thefollowing: 

(i) What kind of combination exists between M andO? 

(ii) State the number of electrons in the outermost shell ofM. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

PHYSICS 

CHAPTER - 1 (FORCE) 

 
SUB TOPIC: MOMENT OF FORCE 

 

RESOURCES   : 

1. Concise Physics book . 
2.  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=22VGQM1jCn8 

 

STUDY   THE  GIVEN MATERIALAND  COMPLETE   THE  ASSIGNMENT. 

A rigid body when acted upon by a force can have two kinds of motion:  

(a) Translational 

(b) Rotational motion 
When a force acts on a stationary rigid body which is free to move the body starts moving in a straight 

path in the direction of force this is called linear or translational motion for example pushing a ball 

lying on a floor it begins to move. 

 

 
If a body is pivoted at a point and the force is applied on the body at a suitable point it rotates the 

body about the axis passing through the pivot point This is the turning effect of the force and the 

motion of the body is called the rotational motion for example if a wheel is pivoted at its centre and 

a force is applied tangentially on  its  rim . 

 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=22VGQM1jCn8


 

 
 
 

 

 

MOMENT OF  FORCE :  
Moment of force rotates the body about the vertical Axis passing through its centre. 
The turning effect of a force depend on the following two factors : 
(i) The magnitude of the force applied and  
(ii)The perpendicular distance of the line of action of force from the axis of rotation of pivoted. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Def: 
The moment of force (or Torque) applied on the body the moment of a force is equal to the 

product of the magnitude of the force and the perpendicular distance of the line of action of 

force from the axis of rotation. 

 

FORMULAE: 

MOMENT OF FORCE = FORCE X PERPENDICULARDISTANCE OF FORCE FROM THE 

CENTRE OF  AXIS OF ROTATION 

UNITS: 

 

 Unit of moment of moment of force = Unit of force X Unit of distance 

 

 S.I   UNIT : Nm 

 

 C.G.S UNIT: dyne cm 

 
If force is measured in gravitational unit then the unit of moment of force in M.K.S system is  
Kgf x m and in CGS system the unit is gf x cm . 
 

 
 

 

TYPE OF MOMENTS: 

 



 

 
 
 

 
The moment of force is a VECTOR quantity. 

 

COMMON EXAMPLES OF MOMENT OF FORCE : 

 

(i)  

 

 
 
To open or shut the door we apply a force F normal to the door at its handle P which is provided at the 

maximum distance from the Hinges as shown in the figure above. 
Handle P  is provided near the free and of the door so that a smaller force at a larger perpendicular 

distance from the hinges produces the maximum moment of force required to open or shut the door. 

 
(ii) 

 

A spanner used to tighten or loose a nut has a long handle to produce larger turning 
moment .The force is applied normally at the end of a spanner as shown in the figure below 
so that the nut can easily be turned with the less force the spanner is turned anticlockwise to 
loosen a nut  by applying the force in the direction shown. While it is turned clockwise to 
tighten a nut if a force is applied in the direction opposite to that shown. 



 

 
 
 

 

 

 
 

ASSIGNMENT -1 

 
           GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS: 
            1. Copy the questions in your physics notebook and write answers. 

            2. Use pen for writing answers and a pencil for labelling and drawing a diagram 

 
1. State the conditions when applying force the body has: 

i)   the translational motion  

            ii)  the rotational motion 

2. Define moment of force and state its SI unit. 

3. Convert 1 Nm to dyne cm. 

4. 1gfcm =......................dyne cm. 

5. State whether the moment of force is a scalar or vector quantity. 

6. State two factors affecting the turning effect of a force 

7. Write the expression for the moment of force about a given axis 

8. What do you understand by the clockwise and anticlockwise moment of force. 

9. When is it taken positive? 

10. State two ways to reduce moment of a given force about a given axis of rotation 

11. Why is it easier to open a door by applying the force at the free end of it 

12. The stone of a hand flour grinder is provided with the handle near its rim. Give 

reason. 

13.  Jack screw is provided with a long arm. Explain why. 

14. A, B and C are the three forces each of magnitude 4 n acting in the plane of paper as 

shown in Fig. 1.30. The point O lies in the same plane. 

 

 

 

 

 

15. Which force has the least moment about O? Give a reason.  



 

 
 
 

16. which force has the greatest moment about O? Give a reason.  

17. Name the forces producing (a) Clockwise, (b) anticlockwise moments.  

18. what is the resultant torque about the point O?  

19. Body is acted upon by two forces each of magnitude F, but in opposite direction. 

State the effect of the forces if: 

 

i)  Both forces act at the same point of the body.  

ii) The two forces act at two different point of the body at a separation r.  

 

20. The adjacent diagram (Fig. 1.31) Shows a heavy roller, with its axle at O, which its 

axle at O, which is to be raised on a pavement XY by applying a minimum possible 

force. Show by an arrow on the diagram the point of application and the direction in 

which the force should be applied. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CHAPTER - 1 (FORCE) 

 
SUB TOPIC: MOMENT OF COUPLE 

RESOURCE   : 

1. Concise Physics book. 

STUDY   THE  GIVEN   MATERIAL  AND  COMPLETE THE ASSIGNMENT 

MOMENT OF COUPLE: 
A single force applied on a pivoted body alone does not cause rotation of the body actually 
the rotation is always produced by a pair of forces. 
The rotation produced is due to the externally applied force and the force of reaction 
produced at the pivoted  point. 
The force of reaction at the pivot is equal in magnitude but opposite in direction to the 
applied force. 
The moment of the force of reaction about the pivot is zero because its distance from 
the axis of rotation is zero. 
The pair of external force and the force of reaction is called a couple. 
Def :TWO EQUAL AND OPPOSITE PARALLEL FORCES NOT ACTING ALONG THE 

SAME LINE FORM A COUPLE. 
A couple is always needed to produce the rotation. 
For example, 
When we open a door, the rotation of the door is produced by a couple consisting of two 

forces : (i) the force which we exert at the handle of the door and  



 

 
 
 

(ii) an equal and opposite force of reaction at the hinge 

Sometimes we require a large turning effect than two forces equal in magnitude and 
opposite in direction are applied on the body explicitly such that both the forces turn the 
body in the same direction . 
 

COMMON  EXAMPLES  OF  MOMENT OF COUPLE : 
While turning a water tap we apply equal forces at the two ends in the opposite direction as 
shown in the figure. 
 

 
Similarly, tightening the cap of an inkpot ,turning the key in the hole of a clock ,turning the 
steering wheel of a car, etc., a pair of forces couple is applied for rotation. 
 

 
 

FORMULA: 

 
At A and B, two equal and opposite forces each of magnitude F are applied. The two forces 
rotate the bar in anticlockwise direction. The perpendicular distance between two forces is 
AB 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
which is called the couple 
arm. Moment of force F at 
the end A  
= F × OA (anticlockwise) 
Moment of force F at the 
end B   
= F × OB (anticlockwise)  

Total moment of couple =F × OA + F × OB 

= F × (OA + OB) = F ×  AB  

= F × d (anticlockwise)   
= Either force x perpendicular distance between the two forces (or couple 



 

 
 
 

arm) Thus, Moment of couple = Force × Couple arm  
 

S.I UNIT: 
Moment of couple = Nm 
 
EQUILIBRIUM  OF BODIES: 
 
When a number of forces acting on a body produce no change in its state of rest or of motion, 
the body is said to be in equilibrium. 
 
For a body to be in equilibrium: 

(i) The resultant of all the forces acting on the body should be equal to zero.   
(ii) The resultant moment of all the forces acting on the body about the point of rotation 

should be zero.  
 

TYPES OF EQULIBIRIUM: 
 
When a body remains in the state of rest under the influence of the applied forces, the body 
is in static equilibrium. For example a book lying on a table is in STATIC EQUILIBRIUM. 
  
 
When a body remains in the same state of motion (translational or rotational), under the 
influence of the applied forces, the body is said to be in DYNAMIC EQUILIBRIUM.  
For example, a rain drop reaches the earth with a constant velocity is in dynamic equilibrium. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
PRINCIPLE OF MOMENTS: 
 
According to the principle of moments, if the algebraic sum of moments of all the forces 
acting on the body about the axis of rotation is zero, the body is in equilibrium. A physical 
balance (or beam balance) works on the principle of moments. 
 
Suspend a metre rule horizontally from a fixed support by means of a strong thread at O as 
shown. Now suspend two spring balances with some slotted weights W1 and W2 on them 
on either side of the thread. The scale may tilt to one side. Now adjust the distances of two 
spring balances from the support by keeping one at A and the other at B in such a way that 
the scale again becomes horizontal. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Let the weight suspended on the right side of thread from the spring balance at A be W1 at 
distance OA = l1, while the weight suspended on the left side of thread from the spring 
balance at B be W2 at distance OB = l2.  
The weight W1 tends to turn the scale clockwise, while the weight W2 tend to turn the scale 



 

 
 
 

anticlockwise.  
Clockwise moment = W1 × l1 
Anticlockwise moment = 
W2× l2  
In equilibrium, when the scale is horizontal, it is found 
that Clockwise moment = Anticlockwise moment  
i.e., W1 × l1 = W2 × l2 

This verifies the principle of moment. 

ASSIGNMENT -2 
 

1. Define moment of couple.  

2. Write S.I. unit of moment of couple. 

3.  Give two examples of couple action in our daily life. 
4. What do you mean by equilibrium of a body? 
5. State the condition when a body is in (i) static (ii) dynamic equilibrium.  
6. Give one example each of static and dynamic equilibrium. 
7. State two conditions for a body acted upon by several forces to be in equilibrium. 
8. State the principal of moments. Give one device as application of it. 

9. Prove that 10.  
Moment of couple = Force × couple arm. 

      10.  Draw a neat labelled diagram to show the direction of two forces acting on a body  
to produce rotation in one direction in it. Also mark the point about which rotation  
takes place, by the letter O. 
      11. Draw a diagram to show the direction of two equal forces acting on a body in static  

equilibrium.The body  is pivoted at its centre. Mark the pivoted point by the letter‘O 
     12. Why does the magnitude of torque at the pivoted point is zero? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 
 
 

BIOLOGY 

CIRCULATORY SYSTEM- BLOOD FUNCTIONS & COMPOSITION  

 

1. BODY FLUIDS 

Body fluids are liquids originating from inside the bodies of living humans. They include 

fluids that are excreted or secreted from the body. 

A)BLOOD is an important body fluid which provides the cells with oxygen, nutrients and 

other essential substances. Also, the waste or harmful substances produced in the body, are 

removed continuously by blood for healthy functioning of tissues. 

B)TISSUE FLUID: Interstitial fluid or tissue fluid is a solution that bathes and surrounds the 

tissue cells of multicellular animals. 

C) LYMPH: Lymph is a transparent, slightly yellow, found within the lymphatic vessels, 

and collected from tissues in all parts of the body and returned to the blood via the lymphatic 

system. 

 

2. CIRCULATORY SYSTEMS 

CLOSED VASCULAR SYSTEM OPEN CIRCULATORY SYSTEM 

1 Blood flows  at all times within 

vessels of different size and wall 

thickness 

2  e.g Vertebrates 

 

Blood pumped into a hemocoel(body cavity)  with the blood 

diffusing back to the circulatory system between cells. 

Crustaceans, insects, and molluscs 

 

 

 

FUNCTIONS OF BLOOD: 

 

 As a medium of transport: 

 Oxygen is carried from the lungs to the rest of the body[OXYHAEMOGLOBIN]  

 Carbon dioxide brought back from the tissues to the 

lungs[CARBAMINOHAEMOGLOBIN]. 

 Nutrients are transported from the digestive tract to the rest of the body. 

 Hormones are brought from the endocrine glands to their target sites. 

 

 Protection of the body: 

http://quiznext.in/study-material/learning_material/ICSE-10-Biology/The-Circulatory-System/body-fluids/


 

 
 
 

 Platelets to clot blood and PREVENT BLEEDING.AlsoSTOP ENTRY OF GERMS 

 WBCs in the blood fight infection 

 PHAGOCYTOSIS- engulfing bacteria  

 ANTIBODIES AND IMMUNOGLOBULINS to destroy /neutralise pathogens.  

 

Regulatory mechanism: 

 Maintains the body temperature at a constant level. 

 Water balance maintained by transferring water from and to tissue 

 

 

 

 

BLOOD COMPOSITION  

 

PLASMA –Fluid portion of Blood  

o 55% of Blood  

o pale yellow in colour 

o Alkaline liquid  

o COMPOSITION:PLASMA (fluidmatrix)         

 Water   - 90% -92%             

 Proteins (albumin, globulin, fibrinogen).-7-8% 

 Inorganic salts –    1 %   [NaCl& NaHCO3 ] 

 Other substances –traces  

[Excretory products ( UREA)  Nutrients (GLUCOSE,AMINO 

ACIDS,Respiratory gases[CO2] ,Hormones, Enzymes,  

 Plasma – fibrinogen = SERUM 



 

 
 
 

CELLULAR COMPONENTS [CORPUSCLES] 

 

 

 

   1)  RED BLOOD CELLS 

[ERYTHROCYTES]  

2)  WHITE  BLOOD CELLS  [ 

LEUCOCYTES]   

3)  PLATELETS    

[THROMBOCYTES]  

 

 

 

1)  RED BLOOD CELLS [ERYTHROCYTES]-[Doughnut shaped  without a hole in 

the middle]  

Small size + biconcave surfaces  is an important adaptation that increases surface area 

, allows the cell to effectively carry oxygen molecules. 

 BICONCAVE, no nucleus[ENUCLEATED] size-7 microns [ μm] enables passage 

through thinnest capillaries. 

 Carry oxygen to tissues , bring back carbon dioxide from tissues to lungs. 

 In ADULTS-Produced in bone marrow of long bones.   [RIBS,STERNUM,ILIUM] 

 In EMBRYO -Produced in LIVER & SPLEEN  

 In CHILDREN -Produced in bone marrow of ALL bones[5YEARS] 

 LIFE SPAN - live for 120 days. 

 Broken down in SPLEEN AND LIVER & BONE MARROW . 

 RESPIRATORY PIGMENT-Haemoglobin=  Haeme(iron containing part) + 

globin(protein).  

 IN LUNGS: Haemoglobin + Oxygen ↔ OXYHAEMOGLOBIN [Hb.O2] 

Hb.O2 → breaks down in tissues to release oxygen; 

 IN TISSUES: -Carbondioxide+Haemoglobin↔CARBAMINOHAEMOGLOBIN(  

Hb.CO2) 

Hb.CO2→ breaks down in lungs to release carbon dioxide. 

 CARBON MONOXIDE POISONING: 

Carbon monoxide + Haemoglobin → CARBOXYHAEMOGLOBIN  [Hb.CO]            

[stable compound] 



 

 
 
 

 NUMBER   -4.5 million/mm
3
 [FEMALES]- 5 million/mm

3
 [MALES] 

POLYCYTHAEMIA- abnormal increase in RBC number 

ERYTHROPENIA-    abnormal decrease in RBC number 

ANAEMIA- Iron deficiency DISEASE 

 

 

RBC ARE DEFICIENT BUT MORE EFFICIENT  

1)LACK NUCLEUS : -                                                                                                            

 Biconcave shape 

  Increases surface area volume ratio 

 More RBCs accommodated in the same space. 

2) LACK MITOCHONDRIA 

  No cellular respiration  

 No utililisation of Oxygen and Glucose by 

mitochondria. 

3) LACK ENDOPLASMIC RETICULUM 

 Increased flexibility [No cytoskeleton] squeeze through capillaries 

 

 

2)  WHITE  BLOOD CELLS  [ LEUCOCYTES]- [Soldiers of the body ] 

 

FUNCTIONS: 

1) PHAGOCYTOSIS   

(NEUTROPHILS) 

2) INFLAMMATION     

(MONOCYTES & 

NEUTROPHILS) 

3) ANTIBODY FORMATION  (LYMPHOCYTES) 

 

 

FEATURES OF WBC  

 AMOEBOID  shaped 

 Possess a nucleus[NUCLEATED]- 

 Large size ( upto 17μm ) , Nucleus [ lobulated or single],  

  Produce PSEUDOPODIA for movement. 



 

 
 
 

 Show DIAPEDESISprocess by which amoeboid WBCs squeeze through the walls of 

the capillaries into the tissues. 

 PHAGOCYTOSIS: the process in which neutrophils engulf particle like solid 

substances, especially bacteria 

 Are of  2 types –GRANULOCYTES & AGRANULOCYTES 

  In ADULTS-Produced in BONE MARROW  of long bones/ LYMPH 

GLANDS,Sometimes  in LIVER & SPLEEN  

 In CHILDREN -Produced in bone marrow of ALL bones[5YEARS] 

 LIFE SPAN–  Few hours ( neutrophils) - 2 WEEKS  Broken down in spleen and 

liver & bone marrow . 

 NUMBER   -4000-8000/mm
3
 

 LEUKEMIA- abnormal increase in WBC number 

 LEUCOPENIA-    abnormal decrease in WBC number 

 



 

 
 
 

                                                  TYPES OF WHITE BLOOD CELLS  

 

 

3)  BLOOD PLATELETS  [THROMBOCYTES]   

Category  Cell type       Image  Appearance  Features  Functions  

 

 

 

 

A)  

GRANULOCYT

ES i)Granular 

cytoplasm  

ii)Lobulated 

nucleus 

1) 

NEUTROPHILS  

       [62%] 

 Size-12-14 μm 

 

 3-4 LOBED 

NUCLEUS 

 GRANULAR 

CYTOPLASM 

 STAIN WITH 

NEUTRAL 

DYES  

 ENGULF BACTERIA 

[Phagocytosis] 
BONE 

MARROW  

2) EOSINOPHILS  

       [2-3%] 

Size -17 μm 

 

 2 LOBED 

NUCLEUS 

(horseshoe) 

 LARGE 

GRANULES IN 

CYTOPLASM  

 GRANULES 

STAIN DARK 

RED WITH 

EOSIN  

 ENGULF BACTERIA 

[Phagocytosis] 

 SECRETE ANTITOXINS 

 ASSOCIATED WITH 

ALLERGIC REACTIONS  

BONE 

MARROW  

3)  BASOPHILS  

       [0.4%] 

 Size -14-16 μm 

 

 INDISTINCTL

Y 

LOBED,LARG

E NUCLEUS 

 GRANULES 

STAIN  WITH 

METHYLENE 

BLUE  

 RELEASE HISTAMINE 

FOR INFLAMMATION  

 DILATES BLOOD 

VESSELS   

BONE 

MARROW  

 

 

B)  

GRANULOCYT

ES i) Non -

Granular 

cytoplasm  

ii) Single large 

nucleus 

4) 

LYMPHOCYTES  

       [30%] 

Size- 8-10 μm 
 

 SMALLEST 

WBC  

 SINGLE 

LARGE 

NUCLEUS  

 PRODUCE ANTIBODIES 

[kill/neutralise germs] 

 

BONE 

MARROW 

LYMPH 

GLANDS 

[SPLEEN,LYMP

H 

NODES,TONSIL

S, APPENDIX]  

5) MONOCYTES  

       [5.3%] 

Size -12-20 μm 

 
 

 LARGE 

NUCLEUS 

 KIDNEY –

SHAPED 

 TRANSFORM 

INTO 

MACROPHAG

ES AT 

INFECTION 

SITE  

 

 INGEST GERMS  
BONE 

MARROW 

 

 

 

 



 

 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 Minute OVAL/ ROUND structures 

 Found FLOATING in blood. 

 Derived from the breakdown of GIANT CELL [MEGAKARYOCYTE] 

 Non-nucleated structures, Irregular in shape 

 NUMBER: 200,000-300,00/cc
3
 

 LIFE SPAN:   3-5 DAYS 

 Produced in BONE MARROW  

 DESTROYED :  in SPLEEN  

 FUNCTION: Clotting of blood [COAGULATION] 

 Release: THROMBOKINASE at site of injury. 

 

 

ASSIGNMENT -1 BLOOD FUNCTIONS & COMPOSITION 

Q1)Write five  functions of blood.  

 

Q2)Why is the spleen called the graveyard of  Red blood cells? 

 



 

 
 
 

Q3)  Copy  and complete the following table for a comparative account of the 

blood cells 

S No  CELLS  Biologic

al term  

Life Span  Site of 

productio

n 

Site of 

breakdo

wn  

Function Shape Approx 

number 

Special 

feature 

 

1 RBC         

2 WBC         

3 Platelets         

 

Q4Differentiate between the following pairs on the basis of the word mentioned 

in the bracket: 

i) Blood and lymph [ function] 

ii) Red blood cells and white blood cells  

iii) Open and closed circulatory system [example] 

iv) Granulocytes and agranulocytes[ Definition] 

v) Neutrophils and lymphocytes [ function] 

vi) Serum and plasma [composition] 

 

 

 

Q5) Study the given figure and answer the following questions.    

 

i) Identify and name cell 

2. 

ii) What process is 

occurring in A? 

iii) Mention two 

structural differences 

between 1 and 2. 

iv) Name the process occurring in Band C .State the importance of this process in the 

human body . 

v) Why do leucocytes increase in number during an infection? 

 



 

 
 
 

Q 6)Identify the cells and mention one important distinguishing character for 

each of the following 

 

 

 

          A               B               C                  D                E                          F           G 

 

 

 

 

CIRCULATORY SYSTEM- BLOOD CLOTTING  & BLOOD GROUPS   

 

BLOOD CLOTTING [COAGULATION] 

 
RELEASE 

1. INJURED TISSUE CELLS & PLATELETS
 THROMB

OPLASTIN/THROMBOKINASE/ 

[RUPTURE ]FACTOR X/STUART FACTOR  

 

2. PROTHROMBIN / THROMBINOGENTHROMBOPLASTIN

 THROM

BIN  
[INACTIVE]         In PlasmaCa

2
+[ACTIVE]       Acts as enzyme for step 3 

 

3       FIBRINOGEN
THROMBIN

FIBRIN 

[Soluble]Ca
2
+[Insoluble] 

 

 4    
Threads make a network+ RBC                    CLOT 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 
 
 

HEPARIN-Anticoagulant present in 

blood,produced by LIVER  

 

 

BLOOD CLOTTING IN TEST 

TUBE 

 

 

 

 

 If number of Platelets fall to an abnormally low count,COAGULATION 

occurs slowly. Can lead to HAEMORRHAGE [ Viral Dengue Fever] 

 Clotting can occur by movement of blood over a rough surface 

[CHOLESTEROL deposit inside a Blood vessel] 

 

 

 

 

 

BLOOD TRANSFUSION & BLOOD GROUPS 

BLOOD TRANSFUSION :an injection of a volume of blood, previously taken from a 

healthy person, into a patient. 

DONOR:  Person who donates blood 

RECEPIENT : Person who receives blood 

BLOOD GROUPS-Human ABO blood groups were discovered by Austrian-born American 

biologist Karl Landsteiner in 1901. Landsteiner found that there are substances in the 



 

 
 
 

blood, antigens and antibodies, that induce clumping of red cells when red cells of one type 

are added to those of a second type. 

Rh  (Rh meaning Rhesus) is the second most significant blood-group system in human-

blood transfusion with currently 50 antigens. The most significant Rh antigen is the D antigen 

BLOOD TRANSFUSION 

 

 

 

 

Rh factor is a blood protein that 

plays a critical role in some 

pregnancies. People without Rh 

factor are known as Rh negative, 

while people with the Rh 

factor are Rh positive. If a woman 

who is Rh negative is pregnant with 

a fetus who is Rh positive, her body 

will make antibodies against the foetus's blood. 

 

 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rhesus_macaque


 

 
 
 

 

 

 

 

BIOLOGY ASSIGNMENT -2 

CLASS X 

Q 1 Study the given figure and answer the following questions  

    i) Identify and name  the process depicted. 

    ii) Label A-D. 

    iii) Identify and name the mineral element X. 

iv) Give the biological term for platelets. 

    v) What is a megakaryocyte? 

vi) Name the disease in which the blood fails to 

clot. 

 

    Q2 Answer briefly         

i)Who discovered blood groups? 

                  ii) What is the system of blood grouping in humans called ? 

                  iii) Which group is called the universal donor? 

iv) Which group is called the universal recipient? 

                  v) Where are the antigens for blood groups located? 

                 vi) Which blood  group lacks antigens? 

                 vii) In which disease do the platelet counts decrease abnormally? 

                 viii) What is the term for the condition mentioned in (vii)? 

                 ix) What is an anti- coagulant? 

                 x) Name an anticoagulant. 

 

Q3  a) Complete the following table : 

S 

No  

Blood 

group 

Antigens present 

on RBC  

Antibodies present in 

plasma  

  Can donate 

blood to  

 Can receive 

blood from  

1 A     

2 B     

3 AB     

4 O     

 



 

 
 
 

      b) What  is Rh factor? When does it play an important role? 

 

 

Q4 Given below are certain structures,write their chief functional activity: 

              i) Blood platelets ------------------------- 

              ii) Neutrophils ----------------------------- 

              iii) Erythrocytes ------------------------- 

iv) Lymphocytes -------------------------- 

              v) Bone marrow --------------------------- 

Q5) Name the following  

            i)  Leucocyte responsible for providing immunity to the body. 

            ii)  Co factor required for formation of thrombin. 

           iii) The iron containing compound in the RBCs 

iv) Plasma protein responsible for clotting. 

            v) Most numerous leucocytes in blood. 

vi) Foreign body that induces the formation of antibodies in the body. 

          vii) Plasma devoid of blood clotting factors and fibrinogen. 

          viii) The organ that is a reservoir of RBC  

          ix) The disorder that causes the RBC of the embryo to disintegrate due to Rh 

incompatibility. 

          x) Another term for a clot. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 
 
 

HISTORY 

NOTES OF FIRST WAR OF INDEPENDENCE (1857) 

  CAUSES OF THE REVOLT 

POLITICAL  CAUSES MILITARY  CAUSES 

 Lord Dalhousie started the policy 
of Doctrine of lapse which means 
when a ruler of a dependent state 
died without a natural heir, the 
state passed back to the English 
Company.  

 Dalhousie announced that on the 
death of the king   his successor 
would have to leave the Imperial 
palace (the Red fort). 

 Dalhousie refused to give pension 
to Nana Saheb,the adopted son of 
the ex-Peshwa.It is said that he 
had inherited the enormous 
wealth from the ex-Peshwa.  

 On 7 February,1856,nawabWazid 
Ali Shah was deposed on grounds 
that Awadh was not being 
managed well. 
 
 

 Indian soldiers were given 
low salary and all the high 
ranks in the army were 
reserved for the British only. 
The native sepoys could not 
rise above the rank of 
Rasildar or Subedar. 

 The officers treated their 
soldiers like menial servants. 

 The troops were not properly 
distributed. The key places 
like Delhi and Allahabad had 
no British armies. 

 The General service 
Enlistment Act (1856) 
provided that all recruits to 
the Bengal army should be 
ready for service everywhere, 
whether within or outside 
India. That caused great 
alarm in the minds of the 
personnel of Bengal Army. 

 

 

       Q-1 GIVE SHORT ANSWERS 

           (a) What is meant by the Doctrine of Lapse? 

           (b) Who was Nana Saheb? What was his main grievance against the 

British? 

           (c) When and on what ground was Awadh annexed to the company’s 

dominions? 

           (d) What was the main provision of the General Service Enlistment Act? 



 

 
 
 

 

Q-2 STRUCTRED QUESTIONS. 

            (a) Write four Political Causes. 

            (b) Write four Military Causes. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CONSEQUENCES OF THE REVOLT OF 1857 

 

     * SOME IMPORTANT RESULTS RELATING TO CONSTITUTIONAL AND 

POLITICAL FIELDS WERE AS FOLLOWS. 

   1 * End of Company’s rule and changes introduced in the Administrative set-

up. 

       (i) The Act of 1858 transferred the Government of India from the company. 

       (ii) Company’s Board of Control and the Court of Director’s were abolished. 

       (iii) The Secretary of state was to be assisted by the Indian Council 

consisting of 

Fifteen members. 

(iv)  Appointments to the civil service were to be made by open competition 

under  

              Rules made by the Secretary of State in Council. 

       (v)  The Governor- General received the additional title of ‘Viceroy’. 

 

    2   Queen Victoria declared in her Proclamation of 1858 that the British 

would not   

annex the Indian states. All the treaties that the princes had concluded with 

the   

company would be honoured. 

   3   Their rights of adoption and succession were also recognised. The 

proportion of the  

         British to Indian soldiers was increased. 



 

 
 
 

   4     British  tried to create misunderstanding between the Muslims and the 

Hindus . 

    5   India became a dumping ground for goods manufactured in England. 

There was a rapid rise in the indebtness of the peasants under the British rule. 

   6   There was a rise of Nationalism in India. Popular songs in praise of Tantia 

Tope,                

        Rani of Jhansi and others kept the memory of their heroic deeds alive. 

 

 

    Q-1 ANSWER THE FOLLOWING 

 

        (a)  Describe the results of the Revolt of 1857 with reference to the 

Administrative  

              Set up of the British territories in India. 

        (b) Rights granted to the Indian princes and Chiefs. 

        (c) How did the first war of Independence become an important landmark 

in India’s 

              Struggle against the British Raj 

 

THE UNION PARLIAMENT N0TES 
 

Comprises of the President and the two Houses of the Parliament: LokSabha and RajyaSabha. 

Q1: Comparison of LokSabha and RajyaSabha: 

LokSabha 
Represents the people directly as its members are 
elected by the people. 

RajyaSabha 
Represents the states of the Indian Union 
and its members are elected indirectly by 
the members of State Legislative 
assembly. 

Term: 
 Term is of 5 years. 

 Can be dissolved before 5yearsby President on 
advice of PM. 

 The term can be extendedby Parliament for 1 year 
at a time during emergency. New govt. should be 
elected within 6 months after emergency has been 
extended. 

Term: 
 It is a permanent house. Each 

member is elected for a period of 6 
years. 1/3 members retire after 
every 2 years. 

 It cannot be dissolved like the 
LokSabha. 

 Members can be re-elected if they so 
desire and if their electors support 
them. 



 

 
 
 

Composition: 
 Maximum strength is 552. 

 Not more than 530 shall represent the States. 

 Not more than 20 shall represent the UTs. 

 President nominates 2 members from Anglo Indian 
community if he feels that they are not adequately 
represented. 

Allotment of members to various states on population 
basis. UP sends 80 members, Goa 2 and Nagaland 1. Delhi 
sends 7 members. 

 

Composition: 

 Maximum strength 250 members 
 At present consists of 245 

members of whom 12 are 
nominated by the President. 

Nominated Members:12 in number 
 These and are nominated by 

President from among members 
having special knowledge or practical 
experience in matters such as: 
literature, art, science, sports etc.  

 Aim is to have distinguished people in 
the upper house. E.g. Hemamalini 
 
 

Elected Members:  238 in number 

 These are elected by the states in the 
Union. 

 Seats are allocated among different 
states and UTs on the basis of 
population. UP sends 31 members, 
Punjab sends only 7, Mizoram 1. UTs 
only 4, 3 Delhi and 1 Puducherry. 

Qualifications: 
 He should be an Indian citizen. 

 He should be at least 25 yrs of age 

 He should have his name in the electoral rolls in some 
part of the country. 

 He should not be insolvent i.e., not be under debt. 

 He should not hold any office of profit under the govt. 

 He should not be a proclaimed criminal. 

 He should not be of unsound mind. 

Qualifications: 
 He should be at least 30 yrs of age 

 REST SAME AS FOR LOK 
SABHA. 

Disqualification of members: A person shall be 
disqualified for being chosen as a member if: 

 He holds any office of profit under govt. of India or 
govt. of any state other than those exempted by law. 

 He is of unsound mind and stands so declared by a 
competent court. 

 He is an undischarged insolvent. 

 He is not an Indian citizen or has voluntary opted for 
citizenship of a foreign state. 

 He is so disqualified by or under any law made by 
Parliament. 

 
SAME AS FOR LOK SABHA 

Election 
Represents the people directly as its members are 
elected by the people 

Election: 
 The representatives of each state and 

UT which constitute the RajyaSabha 
are elected by the elected members 
of the Legislative Assembly of each 
state in accordance with the system 
of proportional representation by 
means of a single transferable vote. 

 

A penalty of Rs. 500 per day will be imposed upon 

a person who sits and votes in either House of 

Parliament knowing that he is not qualified or that 

he is disqualified for membership thereof. 



 

 
 
 

Presiding Officers: SPEAKER 
 Speaker is the presiding officer. 

 He/she is elected from among its own members 
soon after the newly elected House meets for the first 
time. 

 When the House is dissolved the Speaker does not 
vacate his office. He remains in office till a new 
speaker is elected by the new LokSabha at its first 
meeting. 

 Deputy Speaker is elected from among its members. 
In absence of Speaker he performs all the duties. 
 

Presiding Officers: CHAIRMAN 
 Vice – President of India is the ex-

officio Chairman. 

 He cannot vote on any issue 
discussed as he is not the member. 

 In case of a tie, he exercises his 
casting vote. 

 Deputy Chairman is elected from 
among its members. In absence of 
chairman he performs all the duties. 

 

Exclusive Powers of The LokSabha: 
 Motions of No-Confidence can only be introduced 

iand passed in the LokSabha. If passed by the 
majority vote, the PM and the Councul of Ministers 
has to resign. RajyaSabha has no such power. 

 Money bills can only be introduced in the 
LokSabha, and upon being passed, are sent to the 
RajyaSabha. The RajyaSabha cannot reject or amend 
a Money Bill. It must within 14 days, return the Bill to 
the LokSabha, which may accept or rejects all or any 
of the recommendations of the RajyaSabha. 
 
 

Exclusive Powers of The RajyaSabha: 
 In normal times Parliament cannot 

make laws on subjects on a State 
List. However 

  

 ,under the Article 249 of the 
Constitution, the RajyaSabha, may 
by a resolution adopted by 2/3 
majority, empower the Parliament 
to make laws on matters in the 
State List. 
LokSabha has no say in such 
matters. 

 RajyaSabha may declare that 
creation of new All- India Services be 
made in national interest. Parliament 
will oblige by doing so. 

 If the LokSabha is dissolved after 
or before a National Emergency, the 
RajyaSabha becomes the sole de 
facto and de jure Parliament i.e., it 
takes over the functions of the 
Parliament. 

 

Parliament Exercises control over the executive in the following manner: 

1. Interpellation: Some methods  to seek information from the government about its policies and 
performances are – 
a. Question Hour (Most important) 
b. Calling Attention Notice 
c. Half an Hour Discussion 

           The questions are asked to obtain information on matters of public importance or to highlight 

grievances. It is a  

valuable device against injustice and slackness of the Government. 

 

2. Vote of No Confidence: If govt acts against the constitutional provisions, it can be voted out of office 
by passing a vote of no-Confidence against the PM or the Ministry as a whole orany of its members. 
Whole ministry has to resign. 
 



 

 
 
 

3. Adjournment Motion: The following are some occasions on which it was allowed in the past – 
a. Death of several persons due to consumption n of unlicensed liquor. 
b. Killing of senior IPS officer in place of worship. 

 

4. Money Control: Parliamentary Committee on Public accounts ensures that public money is spent in 
accordance with Parliamentary decision. 
 

5. Other Motions of Censure:These include- 
a. Motions of censure against a minister. 
b. Rejection of govt. bill 
c. Passing of private member’s bill against the govt.  

_________________________________________________________________________________________

______________ 

RajyaSabha has equal powers with LokSabha in many important matters like: 
 Impeachment of President. 

 Removal of the Vice-President 

 Constitutionalamendments and removal of the Judges of the High Court and the Supreme Court. 

 Every Presidential Ordinance, proclamation of Emergency and proclamation of the failure of 
constitutional machinery in a State is placed before both the Houses. 

Incase of disagreement between the two Houses, a joint sitting of the two Houses 

is convened, where matters are decided by majority vote. 

 

ASSIGNMENT ON UNION PARLIAMENT  

 

 

   Q -1 Short Answer 

(a) Name the two sets of authority under Federal Setup in India. 

       (b) Name the two Houses of the Indian parliament. 

       (c) What is meant by the term Universal Adult Franchise? 

       (d) What is the normal duration of the LokSabha? 

       (e) Who administers the oath of office to the members of Parliament? 

       (f) Who is the presiding officer of the LokSabha? 

       (g) Who is the ex-officio Chairman of the RajyaSabha? 

       (h) Name the bill which cannot be introduced in the RajyaSabha. 

       (i) How are the members of the RajyaSabha elected? 

       (j) What is meant by ‘Residuary Powers’? 

 

 

Q-2  Structured questions  



 

 
 
 

 

   1.    With reference to the composition of the RajyaSabha answer the following 

 

           (a)  What is the manner of election of its members? 

           (b)  What are the qualifications of the members of the RajyaSabha? 

           (c)  How LokSabha is superior than the RajyaSabha? 

 

    2.    Discuss the role and functions of the Speaker of the LokSabha with reference to 

the following: 

 

          (a) Any four Disciplinary functions. 

          (b) Any two Administrative functions. 

          (c) Any three powers to regulate proceedings of the House. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 
 
 

GEOGRAPHY 

Map ofIndia 
On an outline map of India, candidates will be required to 
locate, mark and name the following: 
Mountains, Peaks and Plateaus: Himalayas, Karakoram, 
Aravali, Vindhyas, Satpura, Western and Eastern Ghats, 
Nilgiris, Garo, Khasi, Jaintia, Mount Godwin Austin (K2), 
MountKanchenjunga. Deccan Plateau, Chota NagpurPlateau. 
Plains: Gangetic Plains and Coastal plains – (Konkan, Kanara, 
Malabar, Coromandel, Northern Circars). 
Desert: Thar (The Great Indian Desert) 
Rivers: Indus, Ravi, Beas, Chenab, Jhelum, Satluj, Ganga, 
Yamuna, Ghaghra, Gomti, Gandak, Kosi, Chambal, Betwa, 
Son, Damodar, Brahmaputra, Narmada, Tapti, Mahanadi, 
Godavari, Krishna, Cauveri, Tungabhadra. 
Water Bodies : Gulf of Kutch, Gulf of Khambhat, Gulf of 
Mannar, Palk Strait, Andaman Sea, Chilka Lake, Wular Lake. 
Cities - Delhi, Mumbai, Kolkata, Chennai, Hyderabad, 
Bengaluru, Kochi, Chandigarh, Srinagar, Vishakhapatnam, 
Allahabad. 

Please use the 
following link to 
download the map : 
https://www.cisce.or
g/pdf/ICSE-Class-X-
Specimen-Question-
Papers-
2018/Geography.pdf 

 

 Transport in India 

1. Define the following terms: open sky policy, BOT policy, transport, gauge, density of roads, 

port and harbour. 

2. What is the importance of roadways in the economic development of India? 

3. Why is rail transport most comfortable and popular means of transport? 

Ans. Long distance, employment, unites people of different caste. 

4. Name the four international airports of India. 

5. Name the various waterways of India. 

6. Why inland transport is more popular in north India than south India? 

7. Name the important means of inland transport in Kerala? What is it used for? 

8.  Name three factors which make roadways an important means of transport in northern 

plains of India? 

9. Why rail transport is lacking in northern India? 

10. Mention two advantages and one disadvantage of airways. 

11. Why has the importance of inland transport declined? 

12. Mention any three problems faced by Indian railways. 

13. Name a port on the east coast often hit by cyclones during the months of October and 

November. 

14. Why road transport is considered more useful than the rail transport? 

15. Why railways are more important means of transport as compared to airways? 

16. State one important difference between expressway and a highway? 

Ans; there are no traffic lights on expressways unlike on highways/ two wheeler and three 

wheelers are not permitted on expressways/ there are no speed breakers on 

https://www.cisce.org/pdf/ICSE-Class-X-Specimen-Question-Papers-2018/Geography.pdf
https://www.cisce.org/pdf/ICSE-Class-X-Specimen-Question-Papers-2018/Geography.pdf
https://www.cisce.org/pdf/ICSE-Class-X-Specimen-Question-Papers-2018/Geography.pdf
https://www.cisce.org/pdf/ICSE-Class-X-Specimen-Question-Papers-2018/Geography.pdf
https://www.cisce.org/pdf/ICSE-Class-X-Specimen-Question-Papers-2018/Geography.pdf


 

 
 
 

expressways/connected two major cities or towns/connected very busy cities to ease more 

traffic flow.(any one point) 

17. State a reason why the northern rivers are more suitable for navigation than the southern 

rivers? 

Ans: north rivers flow over flat terrain, whereas deccan rivers flow over uneven land/ hence 

presence of cataract and rapids which hinder navigation/ northern rivers are perennial, 

whereas deccan rivers are seasonal/ northern rivers are long ,deep and slow whereas 

southern rivers are  narrow, shallow, short and swift flowing rivers.( any one point) 

18. Mention any three problems of roads? 

19. Name the north- south and east- west corridor. 

20. What are the main objectives of golden quadrilateral? 

21. Explain the three gauges. 

Name the ports which lie in Maharashtra, Tamilnadu, Kerala, West Bengal, Gujarat, Goa, 

Karnataka,Odisha, Andhra Pradesh along with their main features. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 
 
 

COMPUTER APPLICATIONS 

Reference Material cum Worksheet 

based on the 

Topic: -Library Classes (String Class) 

 

String class: String class belongs to ‗java.lang‘ package. Strings in Java are defined as 

collection of characters. In everyday life, we need to work with so many strings. For example 

in order to login to gmail, yahoo or hotmail one requires entering login id and password 

which is nothing but a collection of characters and numbers. Name of a person, name of a 

place or any sentence is a string i.e. collection of characters. On several occasions numbers 

are also considered as strings. Examples of strings are: 

Mohali, 

Chandigarh is known as City Beautiful, 

1, 28, 53, 786 

Date 1-12-2001 

In Java language, most of the input to a program are supplied as strings. This data can be 

converted toother types like integers, real, date types with the help of small built-in 

conversion functions. For example: 

 

1-12-2001 is a probable date of birth of an important person which is supplied as a string to a 

Java program.To calculate the age of the person, we have to convert the given information in 

string type to the date type. 

 

Before reading string type data into variables, we need to declare variables in String type. For 

example, String ind_pop = ―1,28, 53, 786‖; 

The object ind_pop indicates Indian population in string type. The string data in ind_pop 

variable (object)can be converted into long integer value in the following way. 

longindian_popu = Long.parseLong(ind_pop); 

 

Some times from a name, we need to take out only initials or search for a student‘s name and 

displayhis or her marks. We may need to convert a lower case name in to capitals. The 

applications are endless.String and StringBuffer classes are used to perform the above 

mentioned operations. String class providesseveral methods to manipulate the strings. 

String class internally uses StringBufferclass for modifying the strings. Let us discuss the 

various methodsdeclared in String class. It has instance as well as static functions. 

In a string, each character is given an index number by the system automatically.  

 

Index always starts 

with a 0. 

For example, 

String str= ‗‗Exams‖; 

‗str‟ is an object of class String that stores ‗Exams‟ as its value. 

Str 

Instance Methods of String class are: 

1. length() 

2. charAt() 

3. indexOf() and lastIndexOf() 

4. substring() 



 

 
 
 

5. equals(), equalsIgnoreCase() 

6. compareTo() 

7. toUpperCase() and toLowerCase() 

8. trim() 

9. startsWith() and endsWith() 

10. replace() 

1. int length():This function returns the number of characters present in the string. It is 

an instance method and is used with the help of an object. In the above declaration, 

‗str‘ is an object of string class. We use this function in the following way. For 

example, 

String str = ―Exams‖; 

intlen = str.length() ;// the output would be 5 

Since the above object str has 5 characters, the length function returns 5 and stores in 

the variable ‗len‘. 

The index always starts from 0 and ends with len-1. 

Another example, String match_held = ―Mohali Cricket Stadium‖ 

int l = match_held.length(); 

2) charcharAt(int): This function takes index as a parameter and returns the character at 

that particularindex. For example: 

 

String s1 = „„System”; 

The index of each character is as 

follows. 

S y s t e m 

0 1 2 3 4 5 

s1.charAt(0) // returns „S‟ 

s1.charAt(4) // returns „e‟ 

s1.charAt(1) // returns ‗y‘ 

Example 1: Guess output of the following program. 

String name = ‗‗Aman‖; 

intlen = name.length(); 

for(int j = 0; j <len; j ++) 

System.out.println(name.charAt(j)); 

Output: 

A 

m 

a 

n 

Exercise 1:Solve the following questions in the notebook. 

1. Read a String from user and display its length. 

2. Read two Strings from user and display whether both of them are of equal length or not. 

3. Guess output of the following program. 

a) int a = ―pen drive‖.length(); 

System.out.println(a); 

b) System.out.println(―CD ROM‖.length()); 



 

 
 
 

Read a String from user and display the character at 4th position. 

4. Read a String from user and display its length as well as display the character at 2nd 

position. 

5. Read a String from user and display the last and first characters. 

6. Read a String from user and display count of words. 

7. Read a String from user and display only initials. 

E.g. If the string is ―BalaMurali Krishna‖, then the output should be B M K. 

 

3)  intindexOf():-This function takes a character or a string as a parameter and returns the 

indexposition. This is an instance method and is always used with the help of an object. 

It is an overloading function and has the following forms. 

 

a) intindexOf(char) //returns first occurrence of the character passed. 

b) intindexOf(char, int) // returns the first occurrence of the character after the index. 

c) intindexOf(String) // returns first occurrence of the String passed. 

d) intindexOf(String, int) // returns the first occurrence of the String after the index. 

e) intlastIndexOf(char) //last occurrence of the character passed. 

f) intlastIndexOf(String)// last occurrence of the string passed. 

 

Note:-indexof() method returns -1 if character or string does not exist in the input. 

 

3 a) intindexOf(char) returns the index of first occurrence of character passed as a 

parameter. Forexample: 

 

String a = ―This is my Book‖; // there are two occurrences of each character i, s and o. 

int b; 

 

b = a.indexOf(‗i‘); //stores 2 in variable b as it is the index of first occurrence of ‗i‘. 

 

System.out.println(a.indexOf(‗a‘))// displays -1 because ‗a‘ is not there. 

intindexOf(String) returns index of the first occurrence of the String passed. 

String str = ―Let us learn Java.‖; 

int a = str.indexOf(―Java‖); // stores 13 in the variable a 

 

3d) intindexOf(String, int): This function acepts two parameters. First is the string 

parameter for whichindex needs to be returned. The second parameter is the index after 

which the string is to be found. 

 

String a = ―Coniferous trees are conical shaped trees‖; 

int b = a.indexOf(―trees‖); //stores 11 in the variable b 

int c = a.indexOf(―are‖) // stores 17 in the variable c 

3 e)intlastIndexOf(char) returns the index of the character from the last. But the index 

counting startsfrom the beginning only. 

 

String a = ‖Co-operative Society‖; int b; 

b = a.lastIndexOf(‗o‘); //stores 14 in variable b as it is the index of ‗i‘ after index. 

 

3 f)intlastIndexOf(String): It returns the index of the string from the last. But the counting 

of theindex starts from beginning (i.e index position 0). 



 

 
 
 

String a = ―Coniferous trees are conical shaped trees‖; 

int b; 

b = a.lastIndexOf(―trees‖); //stores 36 in variable b 

 

Exercise 2:Solve the following questions in the notebook. 

 

String a= "This is my book." 

1. System.out.println(a.indexOf(‗s‘)); 

2. System.out.println(a.indexOf(‗m‘)); 

3. System.out.println(a.indexOf(‗o‘)); 

4. System.out.println(a.indexOf(‗p‘)); 

5. System.out.println(a.indexOf(‗m‘)); 

6. System.out.println(a.indexOf(‗s‘,4)); // output : 6 

7. System.out.println(a.indexOf(‗o‘,13)); // output 13 

8. System.out.println(―window‖.indexOf(‗w‘,1)); 

9. System.out.println(―greeting card‖.indexOf(‗r‘,4)); 

10. System.out.println(―lemon juice‖.indexOf(‗e‘,3)) 

11.System.out.println(a.indexOf(―book‖,6)); 

12. System.out.println(a.indexOf(―is‖,5)); 

13.System.out.println(a.lastIndexOf(‗e‘)); 

14.System.out.println(a.lastIndexOf (‗i‘)); 

15.System.out.println(a.lastIndexOf (‗t‘)); 

16.System.out.println(a.lastIndexOf (‗j‘)); 

17. System.out.println(a.indexOf(‗a‘)); 

 

 

4. substring(): substring function in String class is a polymorphic(overloading) function. It 

has twoforms. It returns part of a string. 

 

a) String substring (int) 

b) String substring (int, int) 

 

4a) String substring(int): This function takes index as a parameter and returns a string from 

thatcharacter onwards till the end. 

 

 

 

 
 



 

 
 
 

4 b) String substring(int, int) This function takes a starting index and an ending index as 

parameters,returns part of the string starting from starting index and ending at the ending 

index -1. 

 

String substring(int, int) 

Starting index ending index 

 

 

Exercise 3Solve the following questions in the notebook. 

1. System.out.println(―Mysore Maharaja Palace‖.substring(7)); 

2. System.out.println(―Mysore Maharaja Palace‖.substring(16)); 

3. System.out.println(―Mysore Maharaja Palace‖.substring(18)); 

4. System.out.println(―How are you‖.substring(4)); 

5. System.out.println(―How are you‖.substring(8)); 

6. System.out.println(―How are you‖.substring(0)); 

7. System.out.println(―Mahatma Gandhi‖.substring(8)); 

9. System.out.println(―Mahatma Gandhi‖.substring(0,7)); 

10. System.out.println(―Platform independent language‖.substring(0,8)); 

11. System.out.println(―Platform independent language‖.substring(9,20)); 

12. System.out.println(―Platform independent language‖.substring(21,29)); 

13. Read a file name along with the path and display the path, primary name and extension 

name 

in separate lines (store them in different variables and display).[Hint: use index of and 

substring 

methods] 

For example, 

If file name is c:\ programs\ java\ first.java 

The output should be 

Path is : c:\ programs\ java 

Primary name: first 

Extension name: java 

 

 

5. String toUpperCase() and String toLowerCase(): Both the functions return a converted 

string.The entire string will be converted to either capital letters or lowercase letters 

depending on thefunction used. If we wants to convert some of the letters to either uppercase 

or to lower case,charAt() method is used to extract each character and then change. 

Example: 

String a = ‗‗Converting‖; 

String b = a.toLowerCase(); 

String c = a.toUpperCase(); 

System.out.println(―Original String: ‖ + a + ―\n In Lower Case: ‖ + b + ‗‗\nIn Upper Case: ‖ 

+ c); 

Output: 

Original String: Converting 

In Lower Case: converting 

In Upper Case: CONVERTING 

 

6. String trim(): It removes the spaces before and after the string (if any), and returns the 

trimmedstring. The following example shows a string which has three spaces at the 



 

 
 
 

beginning, three spacesafter each word and three spaces at the end of the string. Trim 

removes extra spaces given in thebeginning and at the end of the string. 

 

Let String s1 = ― Spaces in the String ‖; 

After using the statement String s2 = s1.trim (); the string s2 will contain 

“Spaces in the String”.It does not remove the spaces in between words. 

 

Exercise4 :Solve the following questions in the notebook. 

 

1.Read a string and display its length and convert into Uppercase. 

2. Read a string and display the first character and convert the strings into Lowercase and 

display. 

3. Guess output of the following program. 

System.out.println(―Hello‖.toUpperCase()); 

4. Guess output of the following program. 

String x = "THIS IS A BOOK"; 

System.out.println(x.toLowerCase()); 

5. Read a string from user and display the string after trimming. 

6. Guess output: 

System.out.println(" Java is a language ".trim()); 

7. String str = " Platform Independent Language "; 

String s1 = str.trim(); 

System.out.printlna(s1); 

 

 

7. booleanstartsWith() and booleanendsWith(): Both the functions check whether a string 

starts orends with a particular character or a String. It returns true or false depending on the 

result. Thesefunctions are known as overloaded functions. 

 

a) booleanstartsWith( char) 

b) booleanstartsWith( String) 

c) booleanendsWith( char) 

d) booleanendsWith( String) 

Example: 

System.out.println(―Java Language is interesting‖.startsWith(―Java‖)); // true 

System.out.println(―Java Language is interesting‖.endsWith(―Java‖)); //false 

 

8. String replace(): It is an overloaded function 

a) String replace(char, char) 

b) String replace (String, String) 

Both of the above functions replace all the occurrences of char or string depending on the 

parameterpassed and return the changed string. 

 

a) String replace(char, char): 

character to be replaced character to replace with 

Example:  

String s1 = ―hello‖; 

System.out.println (s1.replace(‗e‘,‘i‘)); // displays hillo 

 

a. String replace(String, String): 



 

 
 
 

String to be replaced String to replace with 

Example: 

String s1 = ―This is a book‖; 

System.out.println (s1.replace(―This‖, ―That‖)); // displays That is a book 

 

Exercise5 :Solve the following questions in the book. 

1. System.out.println(―Respect your elders‖.startsWith(―your‖)); 

2. System.out.println(―Respect your elders‖.endsWith(―elders‖)); 

3. String x = ―Strings are easy to print‖; 

System.out.println(x.startsWith(―Strings‖)); 

4. String x = ―Strings are easy to access‖; 

String y = ―access‖; 

boolean b = x.endsWith(y); 

System.out.println(b); 

5. System.out.println(―Language is important to express ideas‖.startsWith(‗L‘)); 

Initialize a string with August 15 is an independence day. 

Change the string to January 26 is a republic day. 

6. Read a string and replace all the occurrences of ― is ‖ with ― was ‖. 

7. Read a string and replace all the occurrences of ‗c‘ with ‗k‘ 
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PHYSICAL EDUCATION 

Diagram of basketball field with all dimensions and specifications and explain 

any five basic skills of basketball in a practical note-book.   

 

 

SUBJECT-ECONOMIC APPLICATIONS(OPTIONAL) 

 

ASSIGNMENT 

1. Read and revise Chapter-1 thoroughly and write the answers of Long 

Answer Questions (Q1 to 22) given in the back exercise of the textbook. 

(To be done in Economics Notebook) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


